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This Shock excels in comfort, 

maneuverability, safety and 

fun. It is very well equipped 

with  Extended  Aux Fuel 

tank (32 gallons useable), 

Aux fuel pump, 29” bush 

tires, Garmin VHV radio with 

flip flop and intercom, Cabin 

Heat Removeable co-pilot 

stick, Left Shooter Window. 

Aileron fences for low speed 

operation, Beringer high 

torque wheels and double 

puck brakes w/stainless 

lines and anti-lock/anti-skid 

brake system. TruTrak Auto-

pilot, Garmin G3X EFIS, color 

display synthetic vision, GPS 

navigation, and much-much 

more! 
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The wide cabin, and 58” 

entry door, provides  un-

compromised comfort for 

adventures into, and out of, 

remote locations. It’s tilting 

back seat and 45 lb baggage 

area with zippered cover 

are sure to please even the 

pickiest adventurer.    
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Sporting upgraded 29” Alaskan Bush Wheels, 54” side 

mounted - 12” compression shock absorber suspen-

sion system with Extended 6”X3” reinforced landing 

gear & cross truss cabane system is sure to make a 

walk in the park out of even the roughest terrain.  

The 84” CATTO carbon fiber climb propeller will get 

you in the air and over obstacles quickly at 1600’+- 

per minute climb rate. 

Carbon fiber leading edge wing slats and 6” extended 

chord wig with aluminum edge fences add to the Shock’s 

amazing abilities at very slow speeds! 



Contact SportairUSA for more infor-

mation:  

SportairUSA  

501.228.7777 Office   

8222 Remount Rd  

NLR, AR 72118  

WWW.SPORTAIR.AERO 

Zlin Outback SHOCK N3232 

Engine 180hp Titan 

Prop Catto 

MTOW 600/650 kg 

Load Factor +6 -3 

Max speed, straight 
line 

105 mph 

Cruising speed 75% 90 mph 

Climb rate 1600+ fpm 

Stall speed, full flaps, 
MTOW 

26 mph 

Range 65% 265 nm 

T/O distance, solo 86 ft 

T/O distance, MTOW 110 ft 

LDG distance, solo 75 ft 

LDG distance, MTOW 115 ft 
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Fully Equipped at 

$216,000 


